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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate accuracy
and repeatability of T1 and T2 estimates of a MR fingerprinting
(MRF) method using the ISMRM/NIST MRI system phantom.
Methods: The ISMRM/NIST MRI system phantom contains
multiple compartments with standardized T1, T2, and proton
density values. Conventional inversion-recovery spin echo and
spin echo methods were used to characterize the T1 and T2

values in the phantom. The phantom was scanned using the
MRF-FISP method over 34 consecutive days. The mean T1

and T2 values were compared with the values from the spin
echo methods. The repeatability was characterized as the
coefficient of variation of the measurements over 34 days.
Results: T1 and T2 values from MRF-FISP over 34 days showed
a strong linear correlation with the measurements from the spin
echo methods (R2¼0.999 for T1; R2¼0.996 for T2). The MRF
estimates over the wide ranges of T1 and T2 values have less
than 5% variation, except for the shortest T2 relaxation times
where the method still maintains less than 8% variation.
Conclusion: MRF measurements of T1 and T2 are highly
repeatable over time and across wide ranges of T1 and T2 val-
ues. Magn Reson Med 78:1452–1457, 2017. VC 2016 Interna-
tional Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantitative relaxometry shows promise for characteriza-
tion and follow-up of disease in multiple clinical settings,
such as neoplasm (1,2), multiple sclerosis (3,4), stroke (5),
characterizing iron overload in liver (6), myocardial
infarction (7), as well as monitoring treatment responses

(8,9). However, the differences in T1 and T2 values
between healthy and diseased tissues or between disease
stages could be very small. To use quantitative relaxome-
try clinically, any variation in T1 and T2 measurement
must be smaller than the differences between healthy and
diseased tissues. Ideally the acquisition for measuring T1

and T2 values should be fast and accurate. It is also critical
that measurements are highly repeatable, an important
issue for tissue classification based on T1 or T2 values (10).

While many advances have been made to accelerate
relaxometry (11–14), there are few studies (15,16) that
assessed the repeatability of relaxometry methods. One
reason is that these studies require phantoms with appro-
priate ranges of accurately known T1 and T2 values. These
values should be stable over extended periods. An MRI
system phantom was recently developed through the col-
laboration between the ISMRM Ad Hoc Committee on
Standards for Quantitative Magnetic Resonance and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The phantom has compartments containing solutions
with a wide range of T1 and T2 values, and the solutions
are well-characterized by NIST (17).

MR fingerprinting (MRF) is accurate and efficient in the
simultaneous quantification of T1 and T2 by acquiring the
transient-state signal with pseudorandom acquisition
parameters (18–21). However, for these metrics to have
clinical utility, the T1 and T2 values must be repeatable so
that any observed difference in measured relaxivity
between tissues or temporal change in measurement with-
in a tissue can be assumed to be due to differences in phys-
iology rather than scanner instability or methodological
error. In this study, the repeatability of MRF derived T1

and T2 measurements in the ISMRM/NIST MRI system
phantom is accessed over a period of 34 days.

METHODS

ISMRM/NIST MRI System Phantom

The ISMRM/NIST MRI system phantom has multiple
layers of sphere arrays that are designed to have a range
of specific T1, T2 and proton density values. The spheres
in the T1 array are filled with NiCl2 doped water, while
the T2 spheres are filled with MnCl2 doped water. All
solutions in the various compartments of the phantom
are well-characterized and monitored by NIST for stabili-
ty and accuracy (http://collaborate.nist.gov/mriphan-
toms/bin/view/MriPhantoms/MRISystemPhantom).
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Gold Standard T1 and T2 Measurements by Spin
Echo Methods

To characterize the T1 and T2 values in the system phan-

tom, an inversion recovery spin echo (IR-SE) method

and a multiple single-echo spin echo method were used

on a Siemens 3 Tesla (T) Skyra scanner (Siemens AG

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).
T1 measurements from the T1 array were acquired by

the IR-SE method with seven inversion times (TIs) of 21

ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 400 ms, 800 ms, 1600 ms, and 3200

ms with a repetition time (TR) of 10,000 ms, an echo

time (TE) of 12 ms, a matrix size of 128�128, a field of

view (FOV) of 17 cm, and a slice thickness of 5 mm. The

scan time for each TI measurement was 21.3 minutes.

The total scan time for the gold standard T1 measure-

ment was near 2.5 hours.
T2 measurements from the T2 array were obtained

using a multiple single-echo spin echo method with sev-

en TEs of 12 ms, 22 ms, 42 ms, 62 ms, 102 ms, 152 ms,

and 202 ms, a TR of 10,000 ms, a matrix size of

128� 128, a FOV of 21 cm, and a slice thickness of

5 mm. The scan time of each TE measurement was 21.3

minutes. The total scan time the gold standard T2 mea-

surement was near 2.5 hours.
To calculate T1 values, a pixel-based nonlinear least-

squares curve fitting was used to fit the magnitude of the

IR-SE images to SðTIÞ ¼ a� be�TI=T1 . To calculate T2

values, the magnitude values from the multiple single-

echo spin echo images were fit to SðTEÞ ¼ ae�TE=T2 .

MR Fingerprinting Repeatability Measurements

The phantom was scanned with a 20-channel head–neck

receiver array for 34 consecutive days to evaluate the

repeatability of T1 and T2 estimates from the MRF meth-

od. For the daily measurement, the phantom was placed

in the magnet for 30 minutes before the acquisition, to

decrease the effects of motion on the measurements. The

default global system adjustment was performed to

adjust the B0 shims and calibrate the RF power before

MRF scans. No extra B0 and B1 mapping methods were

performed in this study. A FISP-based MRF acquisition

(19) was used to scan two slices, one through each of the

T1 and T2 arrays, with an in-plane spatial resolution of

1.2� 1.2 mm2 and a slice thickness of 5 mm. Flip angles

were varied between 5 � and 75 � and repetition times

ranged from 12 to 15 ms (19). A total of 3000 frames

were acquired for each slice, resulting in a scan time of

45 seconds per slice.

To compare the MRF method with the gold standard

methods, the T1 IR-SE method, the T2 spin echo method,

and MRF acquisitions through the T1 and T2 arrays were

each repeated five times. The scan parameters were the

same as described in the previous sections. The long

acquisition time prohibited performing this measurement

every day. The five repeated measurements were per-

formed continuously, and the total acquisition time was

approximately 25 hours.

MRF Reconstruction and Pattern Recognition

A dictionary containing a set of signal evolutions was

generated by Bloch simulations. The dictionary resolu-

tion, denoted as min:step:max was (10:10:90,

100:20:1000, 1040:40:2000, 2050:100:3000) ms for T1 and

(2:2:8, 10:5:100, 110:10:300, 350:50:800) ms for T2. The

dictionary had a total of 4141 entries that excluded unre-

alistic T2>T1 combinations.
The undersampled spiral data were reconstructed using

NUFFT (22) with a separately measured spiral trajectory

(23,24). The coil sensitivity map was estimated using the

Walsh method (25) and derived from the average of the

first 1000 coil-uncombined images. Pattern matching was

performed by taking a complex dot product between the

measured signal time course of each pixel and all entries

of the dictionary. T1 and T2 values were derived from the

entry that was maximally correlated against the acquired

signal, and thus represented the closest dictionary entry

to the acquired signal time course. NUFFT and pattern

matching were implemented in the Siemens Image Calcu-

lation Environment (ICE, Siemens AG Healthcare, Erlang-

en, Germany). Twenty-five seconds were needed to

reconstruct 3000 frames, estimate the coil sensitivity map,

and combine the multiple coil images. The pattern match-

ing process required 15 seconds using the current dictio-

nary, for a 256� 256 matrix acquisition.

RESULTS

T1 values estimated from IR-SE and T2 values from the

multiple single-echo spin echo technique are reported in

Table 1. The mean and the standard deviation (SD) of

each sphere were calculated from 50 pixels in a circular

region of interest (ROI) that was manually drawn on the

T1 or T2 map to exclude edge pixels.
Figure 1 shows T1 (a) and T2 (b) values of each sphere

over 34 consecutive days of measurement. The T1 and T2

values were averaged over 70 pixels in a circular ROI

drawn on T1 or T2 map. Maps from MRF have higher

spatial resolution compared with those from spin echo

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations (SD) of T1 Values Estimated from Inversion Recovery Spin Echo Measurements and T2 Values Estimat-

ed from Multiple Single-Echo Spin Echo Measurementsa

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

T1 (ms) Mean 2038 1482 996 717 505 358 253 181 127 90 64 45 32 21

SD 126 41 23 20 8 6 4 8 3 2 1 2 4 7
T2 (ms) Mean 581 406 292 203 143 97 71 51 37 26 20 14 13 11

SD 22 15 16 10 9 3 7 5 5 3 5 2 10 6

aThe mean and SD of each sphere were calculated from 50 pixels within a circular ROI that was manually drawn on the T1 or T2 map.
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methods, allowing more pixels to be included in the
ROI. The repeatability of T1 (c) and T2 (d) estimates from
the MRF-FISP method is characterized as the coefficient
of variation, defined as the ratio of the standard devia-
tion to the mean T1 and T2 values over 34 days. Over the
wide ranges of T1 and T2 values, MRF estimates have
less than 5% variation, with the exception of T2 relaxa-
tion times shorter than 13 ms, which shows a variation
of 4.3–7.0% (Fig. 1c,d). The short T2 relaxation times are
on the order of the TR used for the MRF measurement.

Figure 2a shows the mean T1 values obtained from
MRF over 34 consecutive days plotted against those
obtained from the gold standard IR-SE method. Figure 2b
shows the mean T2 values from MRF plotted against the
values from the multiple single-echo spin echo method.
The results show a strong linear correlation (R2¼0.999
for T1; R2¼ 0.996 for T2). The linear fits have slopes of
0.94 for T1 values, 0.92 for T2, and y-intercepts of -1.88
ms for T1, and 7.28 ms for T2.

Bland-Altman analysis was performed to assess the
agreement between T1 and T2 values calculated from the
MRF method and the values calculated from the spin
echo methods. Figure 2c shows the Bland-Altman plot of
T1 values acquired with the IR-SE and the mean T1 val-
ues obtained from MRF over 34 days. The mean bias for
T1 was 32.27 ms, and the 95% limits of agreement
ranged from -46.13 ms to 110.68 ms. One data point with

the longest T1 value was outside of the limits of agree-

ment. Figure 2d shows the Bland-Altman plot of T2 val-

ues calculated from the multiple single-echo spin echo

method and the mean T2 values obtained from MRF over

34 days. The mean bias for T2 was 3.66 ms, and the 95%

limits of agreement ranged from -28.54 ms to 35.87 ms.

Similarly, one data point with the longest T2 value was

outside of the limits of agreement.
The repeatabilities of the IR-SE method, spin echo

method, and MRF method are shown in Figure 3. Over

five repetitions, the IR-SE for T1 estimation varied less

than 0.2% for T1 values larger than 30 ms and less than

1.3% for smaller T1 values. The MRF results for T1 esti-

mation varied less than 1.3% for T1 values larger than 40

ms and less than 2.3% for smaller T1 values. For T2 val-

ues larger than 20 ms, the variation of the spin echo

method was less than 1.2 %, and the variation of MRF

was less than 2.1%.

DISCUSSION

MRF estimates of the wide range of T1 and T2 values in

the ISMRM/NIST MRI system phantom varied less than

5% over 34 consecutive days. The mean T1 and T2 val-

ues over 34 days also showed strong linear correlation

with the results from the gold standard T1 and T2 meas-

urements. The longest relaxation times (both T1 and T2)

FIG. 1. T1 (a) and T2 (b) values of each sphere over 34 consecutive days. The repeatability of MRF-FISP T1 (c) and T2 (d) estimates is
the standard deviation normalized by the mean T1 and T2 values of 34 days.
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were outside the Bland-Altman limits of agreement. This
could be due to very long T2 values in these spheres
(> 500 ms) (17). Measurements of solutions with such

long T2 values are more susceptible to any system imper-
fections, such as inaccurate flip angles and the eddy cur-
rent, etc.

FIG. 2. Correlation plots (a,b) and Bland-Altman plots (c,d) comparing T1 and T2 values averaged over 34 consecutive days of MRF
measurements to the T1 and T2 values obtained from the inversion recovery spin echo and spin echo methods, respectively.

FIG. 3. The repeatability of T1 (a) and T2 (b) estimates from MRF-FISP method and the gold standard spin echo methods for each
sphere (five repeated measurements).
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While the gold standard spin echo methods showed
better repeatability than the MRF method, the prohibi-
tively long acquisition time of the spin echo method pre-
cludes its use in almost all clinical situations.

All methods showed greater variation in the shortest
T1 and T2 values due to the choice of acquisition param-
eters in current experiment. The minimum TI in the IR-
SE and the MRF method was 21 ms, which limited the
ability to quantify T1 values less than 21 ms accurately.
The minimum TE used in the spin echo method was 12
ms, which limited the quantification of T2 values that
are on the order of the minimum TE. T2 values on the
order of the minimum TR used in the MRF method are
the lower bound of accurate T2 estimation.

The T2 measurements had greater variation than the T1

measurements, which could be a results of the B1 variation
from day to day. For the current study, the system default
adjustment for the global B0 and transmit radiofrequency
power setting were used in the daily scan. No additional B1

mapping was used to correct B1 variation within the field-
of-view. A previous MRF study (26) showed that B1 varia-
tion affects the measured T2 values more than T1 values.
Additional B1 measurement and correction can improve the
accuracy of the T1 and T2 estimates and should be included
in cases where less than 5% variation is required. These
variations could also be a result of small temperature fluctu-
ations from day to day: the MnCl2 solutions in the T2 array
are more sensitive to temperature changes than the NiCl2
solutions in the T1 array (27). A thorough study to examine
the temperature dependence of the ISMRM/NIST MRI sys-
tem phantom will be needed to address this issue.

The observed variations in T1 and T2 values could be
affected by the dictionary resolution. In the current study,
the shortest T1 values, 21 ms and 32 ms, showed no varia-
tions. This was due to the T1 value step size (10 ms) in the
current dictionary. The dictionary resolution is a trade-off
between the calculation time and the expected precision.
A previous study (reported in the supplementary informa-
tion of Ma et al.) (18) showed that the accuracy of the T1

and T2 estimates was not affected by the different dictio-
nary resolutions, but the standard deviations of the esti-
mated T1 and T2 values were reduced when finer
dictionary step sizes were used. This is a common result of
almost any digital system in the presence of quantization
noise; a higher precision in the quantization leads to higher
precision in the final result. The repeatability observed in
the current study could potentially be improved using a
dictionary with a finer step size, although previous studies
(18,20) have shown only minor improvements. In the cur-
rent implementation of MRF, a straightforward template
matching algorithm was used. This simple approach was
used to rule out complications from the use of faster, but
more complex algorithms. Higher repeatability could
potentially be achieved without increasing the computa-
tion time by using a compressed dictionary or other
advanced processing algorithms (28,29).

CONCLUSIONS

Using the ISMRM/NIST MRI system phantom, MRF has
high repeatability and accuracy over a period of 34 days
across a wide range of T1 and T2 values.
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